Cardiovascular biomarkers: increasing impact of laboratory medicine in cardiology practice.
The practice of cardiology is in continual evolution, in parallel with the progress achieved by medical research in understanding the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease and in developing new therapeutic procedures. Consequently, manufacturers of cardiac biomarkers are pressed with new demands to improve the performance of the existing and the development of novel ones. Several highly sensitive and/or specific assays for myocardial ischemic damage and myocardial function detection have already become commercially available. Moreover, an increasing number of novel risk factors have been added to the classical risk factors of cardiovascular disease. Finally, the recent surge of genetic analysis procedures will likely soon provide the clinical cardiologist with a number of laboratory tests for defining the molecular diagnosis, assessing new risk factors, and better targeting the pharmaceutical approaches in patients with cardiovascular disease. In this review, we first present the general characteristics of a biomarker followed by the analytical and clinical performance of assay methods.